
Item 9. Composition of the WIPO Coordination Committee, 

and of the Executive Committees of the Paris and Berne Unions (A/58/4) 

Mr. Chair, 

1. On behalf of the CEBS Group let me thank you for the numerous consultations that you

undertook regarding the composition of the Coordination Committee ahead of this GA

as well as during this GA. We thank the Asia -Pacific Group for its proposal and

appreciate open and frank discussions with other Groups on this matter as well as

additional information provided by the Secretariat.

2. On a personal note, I would like to thank coordinators of other groups for their efforts

to find compromise solutions, thought they did not fly.

3. The CEBS Group notes that new accessions of Member States to Berne and Paris

conventions resulted in increase of members of the Paris and Bern executive committees

which also made 5 unallocated seats available in the WIPO Coordination Committee.

4. We recognize that it is uneasy issue and there is no previous practise in attributing new

seats. Though calculation of the number of seats is based on Article 8 of the WIPO

Convention, the Convention does not contain any provision on how the seats should be

allocated to the regional groups.

5. However, when considering geographical representation, we have to take into account

not only memberships in Paris and Bern, but also memberships in other WIPO Treaties.

WIPO provides specific services and generates most of its incomes through its

registration systems, therefore the main users of the system have stronger interest in and

commitment to ensuring a good functioning of this organisation, than those Members

that have ratified and implement only very few of WIPO Treaties and instruments.

6. We note that WIPO administrates different Unions and treaties and WIPO members are

not parties to the same number of Unions and treaties: a WIPO member can actually be

party to just one single treaty or to more than 20 treaties.

7. Taking into consideration WIPO specificities and the function of the Coordination

Committee, which is to deal with all the administrative matters of the Organisation and

its Unions, geographical representation cannot be the only criteria. The weight of each

Member State in the organization, in terms of using the system and of number of treaties

ratified, must also be taken into consideration in the attribution of new seats.

8. Thus, in the same vein as Members of other regional groups, 18 Members of the CEBS

Group, who ratified together more than 360 WIPO instruments, look forward to have a

seat allocated to our Group at the Coordination Committee.

9. Against this backdrop, Mr. Chair, the CEBS Group believes that every multimember

regional group shall benefit from additional seat, which would mean the allocation

process fair.

10. Having said that, we are looking forward to continuing discussions on composition of

the Coordination Committee in the future.

Thank you, Mr. Chair. 
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